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Abstract

In this paper, we present a user controllable pseudo ran-
dom process network generator (RPNG). It generates ran-
dom process networks which can be used as test cases for
tools related to application specific multiprocessor archi-
tectures. RPNG generates database of computation and
communication attributes of process networks for various
processors and communication resources. These attributes
are controlled by user specified parameters. RPNG also
generates code for the process network ensuring that these
networks are deadlock free. Generated code can be used as
a workload either on a simulator or on an actual platform
to study the underlying architecture. Another advantage of
RPNG is that it enables one to reproduce results of other
researchers.

1 Introduction

Many streaming media applications such as MPEG2,
MPEG4, H264 etc. can be represented as Kahn Process
Networks (KPN) [9, 4]. In KPN nodes represent processes
and arcs represent first in first out (FIFO) communication
between processes. This representation of the application
allows one to expose functional and data parallelism avail-
able in the application quite well. Figure 1 shows KPN
model of MPEG-2 video decoding [12] application as an
example.

Effectiveness of KPN representation for streaming me-
dia application is well established in literature [4, 13, 8, 3,
15]. Unlike TGFF [5] and STG [16] which generate pseudo
random directed acyclic task graphs for scheduling prob-
lems, there is no effort to the best of our knowledge towards
having a set of benchmarks in KPN form which enables re-
search in application specific multiprocessor synthesis for
process networks. Objective of RPNG is to fill this gap.

Rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, we discuss a tool such as RPNG for generating process
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Figure 1. MPEG-2 video decoder

networks randomly is required and highlight our main con-
tributions. Typical structure of a process network is dis-
cussed in Section 3. Procedure for generating topology of
the process network is discussed in Section 4. Section 5
describes in detail how we insert computation and commu-
nication within a process and generate code and Section 6
describes generation of the database for application specific
multiprocessor architecture synthesis problem instance. In
Section 7, we describe some experimental results followed
by conclusions in Section 8.

2 Motivation for RPNG

To synthesize the architecture for applications starting
from the process network representation, a designer can
take one of two possible approaches. The first approach
relies on extracting periodic directed acyclic graph (DAG)
out of the application and performing synthesis by static
scheduling, resource allocation and binding. We refer to
this approach as static scheduling based approach. This ap-
proach has extensively been studied in the literature from
cost [2, 1] as well as power optimization [11, 14] point of
view. DAG of the application can be extracted by decom-
posing and unrolling inner loops as discussed in [1, 10]. For
example, Figure 2 shows part of the DAG obtained after de-
composing the process network of MPEG2 decoder shown
in Figure 1 at the granularity of a picture. As pointed out in



[1], we also note that sub-processes (such as T1 1 in Figure
2) derived from the same process, should be mapped to the
same resource due to strong internal communication (vari-
able sharing etc.). This constraint has been termed as type
consistency constraint.

The second approach tries to synthesize the architecture
by exploiting the fact that type consistency constraint any-
way needs to be respected, Hence, it uses higher level char-
acteristics of the process network without decomposing it.
In this, resource allocation and binding is performed and
presence of a dynamic scheduler is assumed to take care of
run-time scheduling. We refer to this method as partitioning
based approach [13, 3, 7, 6].
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Figure 2. Unrolled MPEG-2 video decoder

Let us consider again the MPEG-2 video decoder shown
in Figure 1 to compare the two synthesis approaches dis-
cussed above. Processes IDCT, Prediction, Addition and
Storing operate at macroblock level. Figure 2 shows part
of the decomposed process network in the form of DAG
and Figure 3 shows corresponding pseudo code. If this
decoder performs decoding of pictures of size 512× 512,
then there will be around (512×512)/(64×6) = 682 mac-
roblocks assuming 4:2:0 chroma format. Now we observe
that if we try to derive DAG by unrolling inner loops of
Figure 3, there will be more than 682×4 = 2728 computa-
tion sub-processes and 682×6 = 4092 communication sub-
processes. Hence, total sub-processes (n) will be more than
6820.

If we choose algorithm proposed in [1] as a represen-
tative of static scheduling based approach, then this algo-
rithm can solve the above problem in n.Q.Km time. Here n
is the total number of sub-processes, Q is the bound on crit-
ical path delay, K is the maximum number of mappings for
any sub-process and m is a number such that 0 ≤ m ≤ r ≤ n.
Here r is the number of processes in the original applica-
tion (6 in this example). It can be easily seen from Figure

do_mpeg2_picture_decoding {
header extraction;
for each macroblock {

do variable length decoding; do IDCT; do prediction;
add IDCT and prediction results;
store macroblock in the picture buffer;

}
}

Figure 3. Computation within MPEG-2 video
decoder

2 that there will be at least 682 sub-processes on the critical
path. Hence critical path delay Q will be C1×682 where C1
is some constant ≥ 1. Assuming m = r/2 and K = 4, time
taken T1 by Chang’s algorithm proposed in [1] will be:

T1 = 6820×C1×682×43 = C1 ×640×6822

⇒ T1 > C1 × (640)3

On the other hand, if we follow partitioning based approach
by using an algorithm such as one proposed in [6], it takes
only T2 = (NQ)4 running time. Here NQ is the number of
queues in the original process network (15 in the above ex-
ample). Clearly T1 is much larger than T2. Now it can be
noticed that partitioning based approach to synthesize the
architecture for process networks is quite meaningful due to
the following advantages.

• Partitioning based synthesis algorithms run faster be-
cause of much smaller problem size.

• It enables the designer to explore a larger design space.

TGFF [5] and STG [16] generate pseudo random di-
rected acyclic task graphs for synthesis problems targeted
for scheduling based approaches. On the other hand, there
is no such effort to the best of our knowledge towards hav-
ing a set of benchmarks in process network form as input to
partitioning based approach for architecture synthesis. Es-
sentially, these process networks should serve the following
objectives:

• creating many problem instances for synthesis of ar-
chitectures for process networks enabling research in
this domain

• producing benchmarks as workload for multiprocessor
simulator or a real platform to study the underlying ar-
chitecture

• enabling researchers to reproduce results of others

Objective of RPNG is to support the above objectives for
process networks. RPNG accepts a set of parameters such
as upper bounds on number of processes, on number of in-
put and output channels of a particular process, amount of



nesting of loops in a process etc. and generates the pro-
cess network randomly alongwith the database. Generated
database is nothing but a test case for architecture synthesis
based on process network. This database essentially con-
sists of computation and communication characteristics of
the process network on processors and communication re-
sources. RPNG also generates source code of the process
network which is compatible with our thread library. The
code generation phase of RPNG makes sure that process
network is deadlock free. Using RPNG, a large number of
random process networks can be generated quickly which
allows one to effectively evaluate architectural synthesis al-
gorithms and reproduce results of other researchers.

3 Structure of a Process Network

All the processes of the process network can be cate-
gorized into three classes: primary input (PI), intermediate
and primary output (PO) processes. PI processes are the
one which read data tokens from external world and initi-
ate data flow inside the process network. Intermediate pro-
cesses communicate with other processes only through in-
ternal channels, whereas PO processes act as sink and write
data tokens to the external world. PI, intermediate and PO
processes together define the order in which data flows in
the process network. A sample process network is shown
in Figure 4 where various PI and PO processes can be iden-
tified. In Section 5, we describe in detail how this classifi-
cation of processes helps to generate deadlock free code for
the process network.
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Figure 4. Example process network

As discussed above, PI processes are responsible for ini-
tiating data processing and communication. Intermediate
processes further perform additional processing and data
eventually reaches PO processes. It means that data flow
inside the process network is from PI processes to PO pro-
cesses which essentially implies that there is always some
path from PI to PO processes. This property which we term
as path property must be ensured while adding new pro-
cesses and channels during process network generation.

A process in the process network of a streaming appli-
cation is nothing but a nested loop in which outer one is
an infinite loop due to streaming nature of the process. In-

side each loop computation and communication are inter-
leaved. Figure 5 shows a sample process. ComputeState-
ment is some processing on internal data of the process.
These are the statements which introduce finite computa-
tion delays. CommmunicateStatement is a communication
on some FIFO channel of the process network. This com-
munication is either reading a token from an input channel
(READ statement) or writing a token into an output channel
(WRITE statement). ComputeStatement, CommmunicateS-
tatement and loops LoopStatement can appear in any order
in a generic process.

LoopStatement {
ComputeStatement; CommmunicateStatement;
LoopStatement {

ComputeStatement; CommmunicateStatement;
... }

... }

Figure 5. Structure of a process

Channels of the process network are FIFO in nature. In
KPN, writes into the channels are non-blocking which could
potentially lead to unbounded memory requirements. How-
ever, in practice, size of channel is limited. Hence, while
generating the process network, we also specify randomly
maximum number of tokens which can reside in a chan-
nel. This makes RPNG generated process network WRITE
blocking as well. The code generation phase of RPNG takes
this into consideration as well and makes sure that it does
not introduce deadlock.

4 Process Network Generation

RPNG uses Algorithm 1 to generate a standalone pro-
cess network. The basic ideas behind this algorithm are as
follows.

• By construction, ensure path property such that each
process contributes towards dataflow from some PI to
some PO process.

• Allow a channel to be present between any two pro-
cesses. This leads to generation of a cyclic multi-graph
structure of the process network as discussed earlier.

• Insert statements during code generation in a manner
such that at any point in time, at least one process is
ready to read/write data to/from a channel. This makes
sure that the generated process network is deadlock
free.

Based on the above ideas, RPNG works in three phases:
creating process network topology, inserting computation
and communication statements in the processes which helps



in generating code and creating database for the synthesis
problem instance. In Algorithm 1, steps 1-5, 6 and 7 corre-
spond to these three phases respectively. The first phase is
discussed in this Section and rest of the phases are described
in Sections 5 and 6 respectively.

Algorithm 1 createPN
1: initPN: initialize the process network.
2: repeat
3: addProcess: insert a new process alongwith associ-

ated channels.
4: addChannel: select doFanout (connecting output

channels of some process) or doFanin (connecting
input channels of some process) with equal probabil-
ity.

5: until upper bound on number of processes present in
the process network (ub num processes) is reached

6: generateCode: insert READ and WRITE communica-
tion statements in processes and dump source code of
the process network.

7: createDatabase: generate computation and communi-
cation characteristics of the process network onto archi-
tectural resources based on the user specified attributes.

Various phases of process network generation are con-
trolled by a set of parameters. Parameters which control the
topology of the process network and code generation are as
follows. Other parameters and attributes are discussed in
detail in Section 6.

• num pi: Number of PI processes which act as sources
in the process network.

• ub num po: Upper bound on number of PO pro-
cesses. These are the sink processes. In the final pro-
cess network, there will be at least one PO process.

• num processes: Number of processes present in
the process network. This must be ≥ (num pi +
ub num po).

• ub num in chns: Upper bound on the number of in-
put channels of a process.

• ub num out chns: Upper bound on the number of
output channels of a process.

• ub nesting level: Upper bound on the number of
nested loops within any process.

4.1 Initialization of process network

In step 1 (initPN) of Algorithm 1, we instantiate num pi
PI processes and ub num po PO processes. At this stage, it
is required that there is at least one path from a PI to some

PO process. To create this path, we choose an unconnected
PI (say Pi) and another process from the set of connected PI
and all PO processes (say Pj is chosen) randomly with uni-
form probability. At this point a new channel is instantiated
with reader as Pj and writer as Pi. Thus we establish paths
from each PI to some PO process.

ub num processes num pi, ub num in chns,
ub num po ub num out chns

6 2, 2 3, 3

Table 1. Parameters for process network
graph generation

Figure 6(a) shows the structure of a process network after
initPN for input parameters specified in Table 1. In Figure
6, PI i is ith PI process, PO j is jth PO process, IntP k is
kth intermediate process and C l is lth channel considered
so far. Since initial path from a PI process to some PO pro-
cess could be either direct or through some other PI process,
some of PO processes might remain unconnected. PO 1 is
one such PO process in Figure 6(a). If there is any such
process, we remove it from the process list. It can be easily
observed that there will be at least one PO process which is
connected to some PI process after initPN step.

4.2 Addition of a new process

In step addProcess of Algorithm 1, to add a new process,
one of the channels is chosen out of all the channels with
uniform probability. Now if a new node (P3) is inserted
between two already existing nodes say P1 and P2, then
the channel P1→P2 is removed and two additional channels
are added P1→P3 and P3→P2. Since P1 is reachable from
some PI (due to initialization), P3 will also be reachable
because of channel P1→P3. Similarly, since there exists a
path from P2 to PO, a path will also exist from P3 to PO
because of the channel P3→P2. Thus while adding new
processes, path property remains valid.

Figure 6(d) shows an instance of addProcess. Chan-
nel C 3 is selected with uniform probability out of all the
channels present in the process network and broken into
two parts. C 3 is removed and two new channels (C 6 and
C 7) alongwith a new intermediate process IntP 1 are in-
troduced.

4.3 Addition of a new channel

Though a channel is removed and two new channels
alongwith a new process are added in addProcess step,
more channels are added mainly in step 4 (addChannel) of
Algorithm 1. doFanout and doFanin have certain similarity
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Figure 6. Various stages of process network
graph generation

with fanout and fanin steps of TGFF [5] respectively. Un-
like TGFF where fanout and fanin steps result in addition of
new nodes also, we don’t add new processes in addChannel,
but only establish connections between unutilized input and
output ports of processes. The reason for not adding new
processes in this step lies in the structure of process network
which could be a cyclic multi-graph. Our approach leads to
introduction of back edges, whereas TGFF approach always
generates directed acyclic graph (DAG).

Algorithm 2 describes doFanout step of addChannel.
Figures 6(c) and 6(e) show addition of new channels after
doFanout. Table 2 shows fanout probabilities correspond-
ing to step 6 of Algorithm 2. To select a process such that its
unused output channels can be connected, a random num-
ber with uniform probability is generated in the range [0,1].
In this case, this number was 1 and hence as per Table 2,
process IntP 1 was selected and channels C 8 and C 9 were
added.

Similar to doFanout, Algorithm 3 describes doFanin step
of addChannel. Table 3 shows fanin probabilities as com-
puted in steps 2-5 of Algorithm 3. Now we need to select a
process which will get its unused input channels connected
(step 6 of Algorithm 3). Again a random number was gen-
erated in the range [0,1] with uniform probability. At this
particular step, 0.3333 was found. This led to selection of
process PI 0 and channels C 12, C 13 and C 14 were added
in the network of Figure 6(f). Resultant process network is
shown in Figure 6(g).

Algorithm 2 doFanout
1: Compute total available output links at all the pro-

cesses
2: for all processes do
3: Compute available output links at this process
4: Compute fanout probability of the process which is

available output links/total available output links
5: end for
6: Select source process (src process) out of all the pro-

cesses based on their fanout probabilities.
7: Prepare the list of the processes other than src process

such that they have some unutilized input candidate
channels.

8: If there are not enough input links, then whatever is
available should be connected. Otherwise, destination
process should be chosen with a uniform probability
distribution.

PI 1 PI 0 PO 0 IntP 0 IntP 1
Unused out links 2 0 3 2 2

Fanout probability 0.222 0 0.333 0.222 0.222

Table 2. Fanout probabilities for Figure 6(d)



Algorithm 3 doFanin
1: Compute total available input links at all the processes
2: for all processes do
3: Compute available input links at this process
4: Compute fanin probability of the process which is

available input links/total available input links
5: end for
6: Select destination process (dest process) out of all the

processes based on their fanin probabilities.
7: Prepare the list of the processes other than dest process

such that they have some unutilized output candidate
channels.

8: If there are not enough output links, then whatever is
available should be connected. Otherwise, source pro-
cess should be chosen with a uniform probability dis-
tribution.

PI 1 PI 0 PO 0 IntP 0 IntP 1 IntP 2
Unused in links 0 3 0 2 2 2

Fanout probability 0 0.333 0 0.222 0.222 0.222

Table 3. Fanin probabilities for Figure 6(f)

5 Code generation

The order of READ and WRITE communication state-
ments in each process is important as it would determine
whether the process network generated will be deadlock
free or not. A process network is deadlock free if at no point
in time during its execution, all the processes block, either
on READ or on WRITE communication statements. A pro-
cess would block on a READ if the channel from which it
is to read is empty and it would block on a WRITE if corre-
sponding output channel is full. For a deadlock free execu-
tion, we have to ensure that at any time there exists at least
one process which can read/write from/to some channel.

In RPNG, we have introduced the notion of process flow
level which primarily comes from the observation that PI
processes are the ones which initiate data flow inside the
process network and rest of the processes aid this data flow
in some order. Process flow levels are assigned in assign-
ProcessFlowLevels step of Algorithm 4. This step is a sim-
ple breadth first search with the PI processes being assigned
the highest flow level and all the processes to which they
write as level 1 lower than flow level of PI and so on. Pro-
cesses once assigned are not considered again. Figure 7(a),
shows how the process flow levels are assigned for the pro-
cess network of Figure 7(b). Initially PI processes PI 0 and
PI 1 are assigned flow level 2. Now reader processes of out-
put channels of PI processes are IntP 0, IntP 2 and PO 0.
So these processes are assigned flow level 1. Similarly
reader process of output channels of processes at flow level
1 which have not been assigned flow level is only IntP 1.

Hence this process is assigned flow level 0.
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Figure 7. Nesting and flow levels in example
process network

READ and WRITE communication statements must be
inserted inside the processes by taking care of their flow
levels. Since PI processes (being at the highest flow level)
start data flow, any PI process must first write tokens into
output channels. Any read from the input channel at a
PI process should come later. Considering this sequence
of communication statements in PI processes, the follow-
ing sequence (we call this flow constraints) of READs and
WRITEs needs to be ensured while inserting communica-
tion statements inside any other processes for deadlock free
execution.

1. Read from higher flow level process.

2. Write to process which is at the same flow level or
lower flow level.

3. Write to higher flow level process.

4. Read from a process which is at the lower flow level or
same flow level.



Flow constraints 1 and 2 state that each process reads
data from higher flow level, does some computation and
writes to a process at a lower flow level. These two con-
straints would have sufficed for the case of directed acyclic
graphs. However, processes may also write to a higher flow
level process due to cycles present in the process network.
So these WRITEs must occur before the process reads from
a lower flow level process. This ordering is followed for all
the processes at every insertion of READ or WRITE state-
ment. Hence the property that at least one process remains
unblocked is never violated.

As discussed in Section 3, a process is basically a nested
loop with computation and communication taking place in
these loops in an interleaved manner. Hence we associate a
loop nesting level to each channel randomly in the range 1 to
ub nesting level in step 6 (assignNestingLevelToChannels)
of Algorithm 4. Nesting levels of channels of Figure 6(g)
are shown in Figure 7(b) next to each channel’s name when
ub nesting level was 3.

Algorithm 4 generateCode
1: assignNestingLevelToChannels: randomly associate

loop nesting level to each channel.
2: assignProcessFlowLevels: assign data flow level to

each process.
3: for all processes do
4: insertLoops: insert empty nested loops in the process

depending on maximum nesting level of its channels.
5: insertChannelWrites: insert WRITE communication

statements in the process.
6: insertChannelReads: insert READ communication

statements in the process.
7: end for
8: printCode: dump source code of the process network.

Insertion of various statements in processes starts with
inserting loops in step insertLoops of Algorithm 4. We find
out maximum loop nesting of a process by looking at nest-
ing levels of its input and output channels and insert that
many loops. For example, maximum loop nesting in the
process PI 0 of Figure 7(b) is 3. We insert 3 nested loops
for this process as shown in Figure 8. In RPNG, each Loop-
Statement is deterministic i.e. its lower and upper bounds
are known. We also impose the restriction that bounds of a
loop at any nesting level must be same across all processes
to make sure that there is neither underflow nor overflow of
tokens inside any channel.

After inserting empty loops in processes, we insert
WRITE communication statements. While inserting these
statements, flow constraints 2 and 3 discussed above are
taken care of. Figure 8 shows WRITE statements after in-
sertChannelWrites step of Algorithm 4.

Insertion of READ statements in the processes takes

LoopStatement {
WRITE into channel C_10;
LoopStatement {

WRITE into channel C_2;
LoopStatement {

WRITE into channel C_5;
}

}
}

Figure 8. WRITE statements in process PI 0

place in insertChannelReads step of Algorithm 4. Here
we need to make sure that insertions of READs are as per
flow constraints 1 and 4 discussed earlier. So at any nesting
level, READs from higher level processes are inserted be-
fore any WRITEs and READs from lower level processes
are appended after all the WRITEs. Then we insert Com-
puteStatements. To give a feel of how final structure of pro-
cesses look like, Figures 9 and 10 show statements of two
processes at different flow levels communicating with each
other for two processes of the process network shown in
Figure 7(b).

LoopStatement {
ComputeStatement; WRITE into channel C_10;
LoopStatement {

ComputeStatement; WRITE into channel C_2;
LoopStatement {

ComputeStatement; WRITE into channel C_5;
ComputeStatement; READ from channel C_14;

}
ComputeStatement; READ from channel C_12;
ComputeStatement; READ from channel C_13;

}
}

Figure 9. Statements in process PI 0

LoopStatement {
LoopStatement {

ComputeStatement; READ from channel C_2;
LoopStatement {

ComputeStatement; WRITE into channel C_6;
ComputeStatement; WRITE into channel C_14;

}
}

}

Figure 10. Statements in process IntP 0

We discussed above that in RPNG, each LoopStatement
is deterministic and bounds of these statements are same at
each nesting level across all processes. This is essential to
make sure that reader processes consume the same number
of tokens which writer processes have produced. Though
loops are deterministic, RPNG allows to have different loop
bounds at different nesting levels.

Finally, step printCode of Algorithm 4 dumps code of
the whole process network in C language compatible with
our thread library. Our thread library is also written in C
and internally it uses pthreads for parallelism. If generated



code is used as a workload on a simulator or on an actual
platform, then underlying threading mechanism pthreads
should be replaced accordingly.

It can be noticed that a ComputeStatement is the one
which imposes processing delays. In Section 6, we
discuss input parameters in the form of a set of at-
tributes which decide computation and communication
structure of the process network. Out of these attributes,
stmt processor attribute relate ComputeStatement state-
ments of processes to processors for corresponding map-
ping. Examples of these attributes are n cyc avg and
n cyc var, which are the average and variance for the num-
ber of cycles taken by some ComputeStatement on a pro-
cessor respectively. By making use of these parameters,
we assign average and variance for number of cycles taken
by each ComputeStatement on a particular processor. De-
pending on the final architecture and application mapping,
this information can be used by the run time schedulers to
provide data dependent behavior for generated process net-
work.

6 Creation of Database

RPNG allows a user to specify a number of attributes.
These attributes are associated with the processes, channels
and architectural resources and are used to generate compu-
tation and communication characteristics of the process net-
work on various processors and communication resources.
RPNG accepts the following types of attributes.

• channel attribute: Attributes associated with each
channel.

• processor attributes: Attributes specific to a proces-
sor.

• memory attributes: Attributes specific to a memory.

• switch attributes: Attributes specific to a switch. In
RPNG, a switch can be a cross-bar switch or a bus.

• process processor attributes: Attributes which re-
late processes to processors for corresponding map-
ping.

• stmt processor attributes: Attributes which relate
ComputeStatement statements of processes to proces-
sors for corresponding mapping.

Similar to TGFF, we specify two parameters av and mul
for each attribute apart from its name. We use the same
equation given in TGFF to generate attribute value.

attrib = av + jitter(mul.rand, var) (1)

where rand is a random value between -1 and 1, var is an
input parameter in the range [0,1] and jitter(x,y) returns a
random value in the range [x.(1− y), x.(1+ y)].

There are very few applications available in the process
networks form. Due to this reason, exact probability distri-
bution for each attribute could not be obtained. That is why
we had to rely on approach similar to TGFF to randomly
generate values of different attributes. However, structure
of RPNG is very general and one can easily refine RPNG to
apply exact probability distributions for various attributes.

As an example, Figure 11 shows some of the attributes
for the problem instance of application specific multipro-
cessor synthesis problem for the process networks. Here
channel attribute thr which is throughput (number of to-
kens/second on the channel), channel size which is maxi-
mum number of tokens in a channel and token size which
is the size of a token in any channel must be specified. All
other channel attributes are optional. Here thr is nothing
but the performance constraint on the application. Similarly
stmt processor attributes n cyc avg and n cyc var, which
are the average and variance for the number of cycles taken
by some ComputeStatement on a processor, are required
and other stmt processor attributes are optional. Apart from
these, other attributes shown in Figure 11 should always be
specified.

num_processors 3
num_memories 3
num_switches 3
channel_attribute channel_size 4 2
channel_attribute token_size 1000 100
channel_attribute thr 500 100
processor_attributes freq 500 50
processor_attributes contxt 200 0
processor_attributes cost_proc 100000 50000
processor_attributes cost_base_lm 20 5
memory_attributes bwmm 10 2
memory_attributes cost_base_sm 15 4
stmt_processor_attributes n_cyc_avg 200 50
stmt_processor_attributes n_cyc_var 30 10

Figure 11. Sample attributes for database

Now for input parameters of Table 1 and attributes spec-
ified in Figure 11, partial database of 0th processor is shown
in Figure 12. In this figure, pr cyc avg is the average num-
ber of cycles taken by a process for its single iteration on the
corresponding processor. This was computed by accumulat-
ing delays of various statements present in the process. This
partial database shows part of the problem instance of ap-
plication specific multiprocessor synthesis problem for the
process networks. Thus we see that RPNG is capable of
handling an arbitrary number of attributes and generating
problem instances and test cases.



@Processor 0 {
# freq contxt cost_proc cost_base_lm
448.35 200.00 55029.19 14.77
#------------------------------------------
# process_id pr_cyc_avg
0 2060.000000
1 1883.000000
2 1530.000000
3 1745.000000
4 1540.000000
5 753.000000
}

Figure 12. Partial database

7 Experimental Results

We performed a number of experiments using RPNG in
which we applied process network generated by RPNG as
input to algorithm presented in [6]. This algorithm takes
application in the form of process network and synthesizes
multiprocessor architectures such as shown in Figure 13.
Table 4 shows some of the experimental results. The third
row in this table gives time taken to reach the solution and
last two rows give number of processors and shared memo-
ries synthesized for some of the problem instances. When-
ever, more than one shared memory modules were instan-
tiated, we obtained the interconnection network similar to
the architecture of Figure 13. We did these experiments
on a workstation with Intel XEON [17] CPU running at
2.20GHz. It can be observed that the solutions for all these
process networks took less than one second. It can be no-
ticed that RPNG allowed one to conduct a large number of
application specific multiprocessor synthesis experiments
by quickly producing a number of test cases.

Processor 1 Processor 2Local Memory 2Local Memory 1 Processor 3

Shared Memory 3Shared Memory 2Shared Memory 1

Interconnection Network

Figure 13. Target architecture template

Number of processes 10 20 30
Number of queues 19 57 60
Time taken in Sol. <1 sec <1 sec <1 sec
Number of instantiated processors 3 5 9
Number of shared memories 1 8 8

Table 4. Experiments using RPNG

8 Conclusions

We presented a tool for randomly generating process
networks which can be used for generating test cases for

synthesis of application specific multiprocessor architec-
tures. Apart from generating computation and communica-
tion characteristics of the process network in the database,
RPNG also produces a “source” code which executes with-
out deadlock. This code can be used as a workload for sim-
ulation purposes to study the underlying architecture.

RPNG is highly parametrized and capable of handling a
variety of computation and communication attributes. Us-
ing RPNG, a large number of process networks can be gen-
erated quickly which in turn allows one to comprehensively
test the algorithms and also reproduce test cases of other
researchers to compare the results. We have used RPNG
extensively for performing experimentations on our frame-
work for synthesis of application specific multiprocessor ar-
chitectures for applications represented as process networks
[6]. RPNG has been implemented in C++ and it is available
on request.
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